Why your parcel qualifies to pay FFPA and LOC

Counties West of the Cascade Mountains:

- If your parcel is classified as Forested Land use with Department of Revenue codes
  - 88 - Designated Forestland (chapter 84.33.035 RCW)
  - 92 - Noncommercial Forest
  - 95 – Timberland (chapter 84.34.020 RCW)
- If portions of your parcel are unimproved with vegetation in its natural state that has the potential to ignite and
  - carry fire
  - pose a risk to human health
  - pose a risk to property (structures, natural resources, agriculture, critical habitat or grazing land)
- If your parcel is a Christmas Tree Farm, unless it is cultivated using agricultural methods \( \text{RCW 84.33.035} \)

Counties East of the Cascade Mountains:

- If portions of your parcel are unimproved with vegetation in its natural state that has the potential to ignite and
  - carry fire
  - pose a risk to human health
  - pose a risk to property (structures, natural resources, agriculture, critical habitat or grazing land)
- If your parcel is a Christmas Tree Farm, unless it is cultivated using agricultural methods \( \text{RCW 84.33.035} \)
- If portions of your parcel are unimproved with standing timber
- If portions of your parcel are unimproved with Sagebrush and grass adjacent to areas supporting tree growth